PROMOTIONAL FEATURE

‘SEVEN’ – TORKINGTON ROAD, WILMSLOW
NC Homes Architects has undertaken dozens of designs for superb one-off
homes for developers and end-user clients alike, all across Cheshire, the Wirral,
North Manchester and London
The practice offers a no-nonsense
approach, entering into the long-term
commitment that these projects require,
with great enthusiasm and gusto, allied
with experience borne out of over 30+
years in the profession and the ability
simply to deliver not just what the clients
thought they wanted, but possibly never
ever thought they would get. A classic
example of this is “Seven” Torkington
Road, Wilmslow which was commissioned
by Aus-Bore Homes.
Combining the best in truly original
design, space planning and build quality,
“Seven” – a circa 7,800 sq.ft. two storey
dwelling – offers the ultimate in stylish
family living. Set in a half acre, beautifully
landscaped plot on one of the best roads
and most sought after addresses in
Wilmslow, this six bedroom / six
bathroom home features exceptional
quality throughout.
Contemporary landscaping to the front
and rear compliments the modern,

contemporary take on the ‘arts and crafts’
style, which is currently the most popular
of styles. Steeply sweeping pitched roofs,
classic gables, natural stone, with quality
roofing and facing brickwork all lend
themselves to create one the most
attractive properties that NC Homes
Architects has designed.
Every luxury has been thoughtfully
encapsulated into the design of “Seven”
and this is immediately apparent when
you enter the house. The impressive
entrance boasts a bespoke, handmade,
oak-panelled front door which tastefully
sets the tone for the opulence displayed
throughout “Seven”. Incorporating the
most up-to-date technological
capabilities from the intelligent under
floor heating to the state-of-the art fully
controllable media, lighting and security
system, to the 40 ft. swimming pool and
climate controlled leisure complex, which
includes a gymnasium and changing
rooms, “Seven” anticipates every

requirement and more. It is simply an
intelligent home!
“Seven” features striking individual
craftsmanship which is showcased
throughout from the handmade kitchen
with luxurious granite work tops to the
French polished internal doors and the
drawing room’s handmade stone fireplace.
The property is set in beautifully
landscaped gardens and has a triple
integral garage. It also includes
magnificent entertaining spaces, superb
informal kitchen / breakfast / day room,
cinema room, galleried entrance hallway,
study and three of the six bedrooms each
encompass a dressing room. “Seven”
certainly offers everything the discerning
home owner desires!
“Seven” is quite simply one of the
finest detached residences to be built
in Wilmslow, a bespoke home of the
highest quality.
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